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Chart Pack
This week we look at a series of charts to help us take the pulse of the market and
see what has/has not been working:






The S&P/TSX is poised to close out Q3 down 0.4% over the last three
months versus an average historical return of +1.7% for Q3s, since 1950. The
negative quarter detracts from a very strong Q2 (+5.9%) during which the
S&P/TSX traded at a record high. Following a negative Q3, the probability of
a positive fourth quarter is 73%, which is slightly better than the average for
all Q4s. Interestingly, while the probability of a positive return improves, the
average Q4 return following a negative Q3 is +1.9%, which is slightly lower
than the average for all Q4s. Regardless, we’re heading into the seasonally
strongest period of the year.
Materials have gone from bad to worse as the sector felt the pain of the
collapse in copper prices. Further, concern surrounding the economic
slowdown in China and emerging markets reduced overall sentiment.
Canadian energy stocks were delivered another setback due to the
additional delay in the Trans Mountain expansion project. The delay further
depressed Canadian E&P equity market valuations; additionally, Canadian
heavy crude traded at more than a US$30/bbl discount to WTI and Brent.
Relative to the MSCI World Index, Japanese equities have finally broken out
after five failed attempts.
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S&P/TSX Closing Out Q3 Flat
The S&P/TSX is poised to close out Q3 down 0.4% over the last three months versus an average historical return of +1.7% for Q3s, since 1950. The negative quarter
detracts from a very strong Q2 (+5.9%) during which the S&P/TSX traded at a record high. Following a negative Q3, the probability of a positive fourth quarter is 73%,
which is slightly better than the average for all Q4s. Interestingly, while the probability of a positive return improves, the average Q4 return following a negative Q3 is
+1.9%, which is slightly lower than the average for all Q4s. Regardless, we’re heading into the seasonally strongest period of the year.
S&P/TSX - So Long Q3, Hello Q4… Onward and Upward

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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S&P 500 at Record High, But S&P/TSX Lags
With S&P/TSX trading sideways for 3 months and the S&P 500 advancing 7.0%, the broader trend of the S&P 500 outperforming re-established itself. A reversal in the
trend is entirely in the cards should some of the Canadian headwinds related to trade and pipelines abate. On the energy front, Royal Dutch Shell will decided whether
to processed with the $40 bln Kitimat LNG project in Q4 and the NEB’s Trans Mountain review process will conclude in Q1/19.
US takes Q3 as Canada Stumbles

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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US Small Caps Continue to be Out of Favour
US small caps have underperformed large caps since mid-June. The September underperformance coincides with a weakening in the US dollar, which would benefit
large multi-nationals that are constituents of the S&P 500. With the pullback in the Russell 2000, US small caps trade at 27.3x fwd earnings in line with their 10-year
average.
Russell 2000 Small Cap Index vs the S&P 500

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Canadian Sectors In Favour
Canadian industrials continue to move from strength to strength, trading to a record high in September. Health care, while an insignificant weighting in the overall index
th
at 1.9%, jumped to record highs amid the speculative panic buying of marijuana stocks ahead of legalization on October 17 .
Canadian Industrials Still the Place to Be…

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.

…Legalization Drives Health Care Higher
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Commodity Sectors Tough Place To Be In Q3
Materials have gone from bad to worse as the sector felt the pain of the collapse in copper prices. Further, concern surrounding the economic slowdown in China and
emerging markets reduced overall sentiment. Canadian energy stocks were delivered another setback due to the additional delay in the Trans Mountain expansion
project. The delay further depressed Canadian E&P equity market valuations; additionally, Canadian heavy crude traded at more than a US$30/bbl discount to WTI and
Brent.
Materials Under Pressure…

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.

…Energy Slumped in September
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Where to Be in Canadian Defensive Sectors
Putting money to work in the Canadian defensive sectors? From a relative technical perspective, real estate would be at the top of the list followed by communication
services, which are showing an improving trend. Given the recent GICS sector changes, communication services will exhibit less sensitivity to higher interest rates.
Canadian Defensive Sectors Relative to S&P/TSX – Real Estate the Best of the Bunch

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Commodities Corner: Oil
Oil prices found support at the 200-day moving average in August and subsequently traded higher through September. The commodity benefitted from a weakening in
the US dollar and the impact of US sanctions on Iran.
WTI Oil: Path of Least Resistance is Higher

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Commodities Corner: Shipping Rates Holding Steady
The Baltic Dry Index, which measures shipping rates for different sizes of dry bulk carriers (Capesize, Panamax and Supramax), has held up remarkably well amid
escalating trade tensions. Global trade is temporarily benefitting from firms front running tariffs that the US and China implemented in September.
Global Shipping Rates for Raw Materials Firming Up

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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US Dollar Index
The US dollar index weaken for much of September, but sharply reversed course post Wednesday’s FOMC meeting. The FOMC raised the federal funds rate by 25 basis
points, to 2.00-2.25%, and the Dot Plot indicated another 25 bps hike in December. Further, the FOMC continues to project 3 hikes in 2019.
US Dollar 10 Year Chart - Takes a Pause

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Fixed Income: Three Percent A Tough Nut to Crack
The US 10 year treasury yield cracked 3% in September as US economic data remained robust. Consumer confidence rose to a cycle high amid solid employment trends
and rising wages, a positive indicator for future consumer consumption. Following a strong Q2 GDP print, economic growth is expected to continue at a rapid pace in
the third quarter, according to a preliminary forecast from the Atlanta Fed. The central bank district now estimates that GDP will increase 5% for during the quarter.
US 10 Year: 3% A big Hurdle

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Fixed Income: US Yield Curve
The US yield curve (10-2 year) continues to flatten. The spread between the US 10-year and 2-year treasury yield narrowed to 23 bps in September. Fed Chair Powell
downplayed concerns about potential signaling effects from curve flattening trend during a Q&A session on Capitol Hill on Wednesday. He noted that when taking a
broad look at the economy, there is no reason to think that the probability of a recession in the next year or two is at all elevated.
US 10 Year: 3% A big Hurdle

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Around the World in 30 Seconds
Chinese mainland shares entered bear market territory in June, down 25%+ intraday from their 2018 peak. The July recovery coincides with the monetary stimulus
offered up by the Chinese central bank, yet the index continued to drift lower until a sharp recovery in September. Notice price momentum is improving, a potential
indicator that a bottoming process is in the cards.
China - Attempting a Recovery

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Around the World in 30 Seconds - Japan
Relative to the MSCI World Index, Japanese equities have finally broken out after five failed attempts.
Japanese Nikkei Breakout!

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Around the World in 30 Seconds - Europe
Not much has changed in Europe from a relative perspective. European equities relative to the MSCI World have struggled since 2016, but a more accommodative ECB
provided a bounce since April of this year. However, more recent issues in Italy and ongoing Brexit discusses have not offered much help.
Europe Bounced Early this Year, But The Broader Trend Is Not Your Friend

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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Around the World in 30 Seconds - Europe
Emerging markets relative to the MSCI World index have yet to find a bottom. The strong US dollar, trade protectionist measures and economic slowdown in China have
weighed on the region. EM is now trading in line with its 10-year historical forward P/E average and a slight discount to its historical price-to-book value average.
Considering 2019 EM earnings growth is comparable to US’s earnings growth, the significant selling pressure appears more sentiment based rather than an actual
deterioration in fundamentals. To regain leadership, we believe firmer economic growth in China and de-escalation in trade protectionist measures will be required.
Emerging Markets: Looking for a Bottom

Source: Stockcharts.com, Raymond James Ltd.
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